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Language as a Weapon of Mind Destruction
“The most powerful weapon in the hands of the oppressor is the mind of the oppressed.”
Steve Biko
It is clear that people internalize values and beliefs about the world according to how they are
socialized. While it may be natural for humans to want to classify things, it is also safe to say that the
classification of people according to the concept of race as we know it today is a man-made
construct, as there is no scientifically, objective basis for racial classification, as much as classification
is often claimed to be based on objectively observable traits. And while scientists seem to have
renounced the notion of clear-cut racial categories, within the wider society these categories persist,
the consequence of which is an internalized racial hierarchy which has been spread globally, with
white or light at the top and black or dark at the bottom.
Classification and stratification may be a natural part of ordering of societies, but when a dominant
group, which perceives itself as (racially) superior, is able to convince another, subordinate group of
this latter group’s inferiority, and the subordinate group then internalizes this belief and behaves
accordingly, the results are detrimental to the survival of the subordinate group. Such is the legacy of
Slavery and colonialism, and continues to be the case in St. Martin, where there persists an
uncomfortable relationship between the colonizer and the colonized. And this tension will not ease
until the colonized is able to take full control of their destiny and shape their society in their own
likeness.
I won’t attempt to give you a history lesson on St. Martin at this point, but I believe a quick
snapshot may help to illustrate my point, using Lasana Sekou’s division of the island’s key historical
developments into three periods:
1. Survivalist Period (1648 – 1848)
2. Traditional Period (1848 – 1963)

3. Modern Period (1963 – present).
The Survivalist Period, so from modern-day settlement up to 1848, is characterized by occupation
and settlement of Europeans and enslavement of Africans; 200 years of unpaid labor of Africans; a
Partition Treaty in which the landscape and the enslaved Africans (property) are divided up among
Europeans; attempts to keep the enslaved divided; damaged psyche, etc.
The Traditional Period (1848 – 1963)
Not only were the criminals of Slavery allowed to go scot-free at the time of Emancipation, but
(here in these islands, now known as the former Netherlands Antilles) they were compensated
handsomely for their crime. After having gained their freedom from enslavement (many bought
their own freedom and that of other loved-ones), St. Martiners became landowners by saving to buy
land, which was sold by landowners who left the island; very little European interference;
development of core values (social, political, and economic) of the St. Martiner; egalitarian culture;
etc.
The Modern Period (1963 to present)
This period is characterized by I sland-wide electricity; construction of a modern airport (which
continues to this day); an overall construction boom; very little, but gradually increasing, European
interference, which seems to have exacerbated in the last decade or so. Just today there is an article
in the Daily Herald about a new group forming a political party. What’s interesting here is the
following quote from the article: “The initiators of the party are fed up with the political chaos on
the island.” Mind you, the “chaos” that is referred to is a direct result of a system used in the
Netherlands, yielding similar shakeups in and formation of new governments. Interesting to note
here is that a recent Transparency International report claims that one of the impediments to good
governance and integrity in St. Martin is the fact that the (administration) of the island is run by
foreigners.
Today, while the St. Martin people continue to maintain the oneness of the island and the people,
there are those, especially in administrative policy areas, who intentionally promote division among
the people. While the people of St. Martin have traditionally used the English spelling for the

island’s name, they insist on the Dutch spelling, even in cases where it makes no sense (i.e. St.
Maarten Day).
Furthermore, there are those who try to impose their own descriptions of the St. Martiners, while
many St. Martiners continue to reject these descriptions. Labels such as “Delightfully Dutch,”
“Fantastically French” and more recently, “Dutch Caribbean” or “St. Maarten-St. Martin” have been
designed to sell the St. Martin people and their culture as a palatable commodity particularly to
European and North American tourists. Then there are those, especially in the print media, who
perpetuate a Fanonian type of schizophrenia by referring to our islands as “Caribbean Netherlands”
or to the people as having a “kingdom identity.” Etc. In fact, one newspaper will go as far as to
“correct” your spelling of St. Martin in your submissions, even as they surround your text with
quotation marks to indicate they are quoting you verbatim. Then there are those who, unilaterally,
change the names of institutions like the University of St. Martin (I’m sure the organizers of the
conference made an honest mistake here when indicating the representatives from USM on the
program). As part of the process of internalized oppression, there are those who constantly try to
convince themselves and others that St. Martin is not a colony. So they create expressions like,
“Country St. Maarten” “equal partner within the kingdom” and may even go as far as to speak about
“re- and neo-colonialism” (as if colonialism had ever ended).
As the people of St. Martin prepare to celebrate St. Martin Day, a day set aside by late Dr. Hubert
Petite and Dr. Claude Wathey to commemorate the unity of the island, already ads are appearing
wishing the people of the island a happy St. Maarten(’s) Day, St. Maarten-St. Martin Day. While the
unifying spelling is the traditional, English spelling for the nation, the Dutch (and divisive) spelling is
used, with the compromise being the use of the Dutch and (supposedly) French spelling (NOTE:
the French spelling is actually St-Martin, hyphenated according to French mechanics), creating a
kind of schizophrenia based on division.
But the areas where internalized oppression has been best safeguarded are the education and justice
systems. As I mentioned earlier, in St. Martin the people constitute one “nation,” yet there are many
who continue to invoke the historical and political associations and varying degrees of dependency
in relation to the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Republic of France as reasons for
maintaining Dutch and French respectively as the languages of instruction in schools, usually

regarding the promotion of English in the education system as a direct assault on Dutch and
French. Tolefson and Tsui explain the logical outcome of such policies:
“The use of a foreign language as medium of instruction for children who are still struggling
with basic expression in that language hampers not only their academic achievement and
cognitive growth, but also their self-perception, self-esteem, emotional security, and their ability
to participate meaningfully in the educational process.”
Language, as one of the most important elements of culture, remains for us until today an
unfinished agenda we are still grappling with in our education system and in our daily expressions.
The major languages spoken in St. Martin are English, Spanish, French-lexified Creole, French,
Dutch, and Papiamentu respectively. By the time they get to grade school, most, if not all, St. Martin
children have already acquired the popular English-lexified vernacular, called S’Maatin English.
Dutch and French are relegated mostly to schools, the judicial systems, and other areas of public
administration. As the island-nation continues to engage in discussions on national identity, attitude
toward language is also a part of that discussion, and at the very heart of the debate is the status of
the St. Martin vernacular. Driven by notions of “properness,” there are those who hold the position
that the St. Martin language should be avoided at all levels of formal communication. …
These “contradictions at work in the consciousness,” as George Lamming calls them, run deep,
affecting all levels of society, from the common man and woman in the villages to those in the halls
of government. For example, while, members of parliament boast proudly of having a Dutch
passport and will tout what, for them, is the importance of knowledge of the Dutch language and
the fact that laws are written in Dutch (or French in the North), all public meetings of the
government legislative councils are conducted in English (with French used more copiously in the
North). What’s really interesting in this regard is that, I dare say, all the legislators in the South are
aware that the so-called “Constitution” (another problematic term) for the new territory lists two
official languages: English and Dutch. The reason for not passing laws in English, by a parliament of
people whose mother tongue is English, is nothing short of internalized oppression. How then to
explain that a body of 15 persons, elected by the populace, whose language is English, could pass
motions concerning everything under the sun on the floor of Parliament, in English, their mother

tongue, and to date not pass a motion to use their language to produce laws for the wellbeing of the
people they serve?
It is against natural justice for any people to be judged in a language which is not their own. In our
own case, though English and Dutch are “constitutionally” official languages, Dutch is the language
of the judiciary and takes precedence over English (the language spoken by the people) even when
where there is an English translation of the same law. That’s institutionalized and internalized
oppression which we generally do not challenge because we have internalized the oppression to the
point that it has become “normal”.
Just recently one of the daily newspapers I referred to earlier ran an article decrying the lack of local
judges. [Quote from the article]:
“WILLEMSTAD—The Dutch Caribbean Court of Justice wants more local judges. Of the
45 that are now in its service, a quarter is from the islands, according to the report of the
Evaluation Committee Judicial Kingdom Laws.
However, the funds to achieve this are currently not available.
The joint court must also consider the position of the Dutch language within law
enforcement. All legislation is in Dutch, but that language is not the most spoken among the
population. The committee says that Papiamentu (ABC-islands) or English (SSS-islands)
should be used where possible.” The Daily Herald, Wednesday, October 14, 2015, pg. 19
How then to get more judges when the language of instruction remains Dutch or French?
The media is perhaps the most powerful vehicle used to perpetuate and reinforce this internalized
oppression. For example, the Today newspaper, in its report of the tragic shooting of Officer
Benjamin in the line of duty described the street where the crowd had gathered to see what was
happening as being “… black with people, no pun intended.” This was a street in the center of town
where tourists, generally white, shop or take a taxi. Media has also done its best to portray Zwarte
Piet as a non-racist celebration, despite the clear racial undertones.

The only way we in St. Martin can fight this internalized oppression is to take a strong stand against
it by righting the many wrongs in our history. First, we need a critical review of our history for the
real truth about us to emerge. As the victors of history, we must ensure that that history is not
bastardized, not doctored to fit anyone’s agenda, especially the agenda of those who were
responsible for the ignominious acts of Slavery, the effects of which are still with us today. The
legacy of Slavery is a deeply festering wound that cannot be cured by “bandage-like” expressions of
“time to forget the past and move on.” The only way for the effects of Slavery to heal would be to
cleanse the wound, sanitize/disinfect it, and apply medication that may burn before the wound is
completely healed. But heal it must.
There is no way that healing and the true Emancipation enterprise can be complete without political
independence. One cannot be somewhat free, half-free, or almost free. According to Frederick
Douglas, “If there is no struggle, there is no progress. Those who profess to favor freedom, and yet
depreciate agitation, are men who want crops without plowing up the ground. They want rain
without thunder and lightning. They want the ocean without the awful roar of its many waters. This
struggle may be a moral one; or it may be a physical one; or it may be both moral and physical; but it
must be a struggle.”
Because of the profound effects, the struggle for full emancipation must start in schools. There
should be a revision of the curricula. We must replace the narrative that Columbus “discovered” St.
Martin and no longer tell our children that a Frenchman and a Dutchman walked in opposite
directions and divided the island where they met up again on the other side. This is a fable fabricated
to obscure the fact that the Treaty of Concordia, also known as the Partition Treaty, is the real legal
instrument used to officially divide the island between the Dutch and French.
Language has power, and the language that we use to write/right our history is cardinal. This is why
we must ensure that the St. Martin people’s language must be the language of instruction in all our
schools and discontinue references to “Dutch side” and “French side” or St. Maarten-St-Martin
used to mentally reinforce the division of the island.
Language is also used by politicians and others who are ultimately mouthpieces or surrogates of their
colonial masters, not only to brainwash or whitewash the population, but to create and perpetuate
myths that rob St. Martiners of their historical memories, and dampen their appetite for freedom. St.

Martin politicians speak of its “young democracy,” ignoring the fact that in y democracy, power, real
power, lies with the people, and totally unaware that being a colony means it is impossible to be a
democracy because the two are simply antithetical.
It is the same myth perpetuated when politicians and others in the media talk of “County St.
Maarten” as if this were a sovereign state. These contradictions are not fortuitious; they indicate the
state of mental colonization of St. Martin politicians and the bankruptcy of a colonial education
system, intent on self-preservation, and designed to damage the minds and souls of St. Martin’s
children. They are also meant to confuse people, who faced with such chaos, would then be
expected to opt for the status quo or run to their colonizer for their salvation.
Furthermore, it is politicians and their agents in the media who have coined the new name “Dutch
Caribbean” or the “Caribbean part of the Dutch Kingdom.” They ignore the fact that this act of
naming these islands “Dutch” or “French” is, in effect, claiming these islands and their people for
the Dutch Crown and the French Republic, and thus attempting to erase completely from the minds
of St. Martiners the fact that theirs is a Caribbean island.
When we name things, places, and people, we claim them as ours. This is part of the adamic nature
of man. Accepting names like “French” and “Dutch” without question makes us accomplices in our
mental enslavement. In fact, to re-establish their own identity and reclaim their birthright, St.
Martiners must reject all these appellations, which are shorthand for a colonial or neocolonial
agenda. To continue to accept being called Dutch or French St. Martin or “Dutch-side” and
“French-side” is to accept as irrevocable the partition that dates back to the Treaty of Concordia of
1648, when the enslaved ancestors were “properties” of those signing the document and those they
represented. How then can St. Martin politicians accept this partition and then speak of “one island,
one people, one destiny” on St. Martin Day?
In all this, we must seek first the political kingdom, as the illustrious Kwame Nkrumah would advise,
and all things will be added on to it. In the meantime, we must demand an apology from the Dutch
state for its involvement in the reprehensible system of Slavery and seek reparations to begin the
healing process.

